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an73 Electronic version of the Stata Technical Bulletin is now available
Patricia Branton, Stata Corporation, stata@stata.com
Beginning with this issue, new subscriptions to the Stata Technical Bulletin (STB) will include an electronic copy in addition
to the printed journal, so subscribers will now receive their copy of the STB as soon as the journal becomes available.
If your subscription to the STB began prior to this issue, you can receive the electronic copy at no additional charge, but
you must request it by emailing pdf@stata.com. Be sure to include the email address to which you want the electronic copy sent.
The electronic copy is a
p
d
f ﬁle that will be emailed to subscribers at the time each journal is published. You can look at
the electronic STB in your mailer, save it, or print it. You will need the latest version of Adobe Acrobat Reader for your operating













































Past issues of the STB are also available electronically. If you install an ado-ﬁle that was published in an STB, you can now


































dm78 Describing variables in memory




2 command is a variant on ofﬁcial Stata’s
d
s that allows describing classes of variables, such as all numeric













) in its wake as a macro containing a list of variable names, which may then be used in further
commands.









































































































































































































































) speciﬁes that variables with value label value label name attached should be listed. The variables








































































e, in a Stata-format dataﬁle on disk). Both are extremely useful, but limited in certain respects. This insert describes
an alternative command, called
d
s
2, for describing data in memory which offers some extra features. These features are likely


















































s offers scope for focusing on variables that do or do not have value labels attached, whether any

















) options meet this need.
d
s
2 by default operates like
d
s by giving only a compact listing of variable names. If different options are speciﬁed, then




























































) in its wake as a macro containing
a list of variable names, which may then be used in further commands. Note that, like all such r class results, this macro is




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































dm79 Yet more new matrix commands
Nicholas J. Cox, University of Durham, UK, n.j.cox@durham.ac.uk
Abstract: Nine commands for matrix operations are introduced. Seven produce a new matrix or vector, namely a correlation
matrix; a matrix that is an elementwise monadic function of another; a matrix with selected rows and/or columns of another;
the vec or vech of a matrix; a vector with elements sorted by magnitude; and a matrix containing the elements of a vector.



















matrix as a single variable.















































































































































































































































where type denotes a storage type for new variables, and the ﬁrst-named matrix or vector supplied as argument before the comma








r puts the correlations (optionally the variances and covariances) of varlist into matrix matname. This is a convenience
































































r performs casewise deletion so that all correlations are calculated from those observations for
which nonmissing values exist for all variables in varlist.
Given a matrix, say
A, and a user-supplied monadic function










f calculates a second matrix,
say










































c produces a matrix containing only speciﬁed rows and/or columns. The selection may include
some or all of the rows and columns. The resulting matrix may be smaller or larger than the original or the same size. It may








c takes the order of row and column speciﬁcation literally, and thus could be used to
reorder the rows and/or columns of a matrix.Stata Technical Bulletin 5
















r elements are the ﬁrst column of
A, the next
r are the second column, and so on. The result is placed in
the named vector.





















1 vector deﬁned similarly to vec except that only the elements of
A on or below the main diagonal are
placed in the vector. The result is placed in the named vector. For further details on vec and vech, see Harville (1997).








t sorts the elements into numeric order and places the sorted elements into another
















t may make it
easier to identify the smallest or largest element(s) of a vector. If a vector
b has been sorted into increasing order, its smallest




































b is a column


















































































l matrix so long as the numbers of elements in the vector and























ofﬁcial Stata) options to save matrix row names in a new string variable and to use any desired new variable names. Matrix
column names including colons
: (always) or periods


























v would be useful for








v requires that the number of values saved should not exceed the current number of observations.





































) speciﬁes a monadic function and is a required option. The function must have Stata syntax f
(
), take a single






) speciﬁes rows. The speciﬁcation should be either a numlist containing integers between 1 and the number of rows,
or a list of row names, in which case each individual name should be explicit. Quotation marks
"






) speciﬁes columns. The speciﬁcation should be either a numlist containing integers between 1 and the number of
columns, or a list of column names, in which case each individual name should be explicit. Quotation marks
"
" should

















































































)) speciﬁes that the ﬁrst
r
o


















)) speciﬁes that the ﬁrst
c
o
l elements of vector will be the ﬁrst column of matrix, and so forth.




































































































:,w h e r ematrix is the name of the matrix. If necessary,























) speciﬁes the name of the new variable and is a required option.
For a square matrix,
l
h speciﬁes that the lower half matrix is to be stored. This consists of elements below the principal diagonal.
p













],e t c .
u






h may be used in any combination.
Examples
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0 vector into a
5
￿






















































































































































































A vector may be copied to two variables, one to contain the elements and one to contain the row names, as in the following




































































































































































Putting a matrix into a single variable might be useful for further analysis of say a correlation matrix or a table of counts.
The correlation matrix is square and symmetric and the diagonal containing correlations that are all identically 1 does not reveal











v it is then easy to look at the
distribution of correlations or counts.
Acknowledgments
Kit Baum and Vincent Wiggins gave very helpful advice.
References
Cox, N. J. 1999. dm69: Further new matrix commands. Stata Technical Bulletin 50: 5–9. Reprinted in The Stata Technical Bulletin Reprints, vol. 9,
pp. 29–34.
Harville, D. A. 1997. Matrix Algebra from a Statistician’s Perspective. New York: Springer-Verlag.
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dm80 Changing numeric variables to string
Nicholas J. Cox, University of Durham, UK, n.j.cox@durham.ac.uk









g changes numeric variables to string. The most compact string format possible is used. Any existing string
variables speciﬁed are left unchanged.
























































g changes numeric variables to string. The most compact string format possible is used. Any existing string

















) function; see Remarks below, [U] 16.3.5 String























































e speciﬁes that numeric values of each variable should always be used, even when value labels exist. The default is to
decode any value labels.
Remarks























string data types. Conversions between different numeric types and between different string data types are essentially a matter of
using data types large enough to hold values accurately, yet small enough to economize on storage. Quite often these changes














s. There are problems needing more drastic






t does not change numeric variables to string, or vice versa, so other commands are
required.








g, for changing numeric variables to string. Suppose you have a numeric variable,
and you wish to change it to a string variable. In our experience, this need arises most commonly when the numeric variable is
really an identiﬁer of some kind—it is essentially a set of labels for individuals that happens to be numeric—and you wish to
















g (Cox and Gould 1997, Cox 1999a, 1999b), which changes variables from
string to numeric.








g command does and when it is the best command to use, we need to look at existing
Stata commands for numeric to string conversion. In general, precise changing of numeric data to string equivalents can be a
little difﬁcult given that Stata, like most software, holds numeric data to ﬁnite precision and in binary form; see the discussion in








g is to provide a convenient command
that will work well.
Comparison with decode and generate





















e;s e e[ R] encode.




































There are various issues that you need to think about.










0, holding at most 80 characters. You could determine the type required by counting how














e to show the maximum and minimum values (the minimum
value may be the longest if variables take on negative values). In many cases, you might make a mistake by miscounting,
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1 with all missing
values, to whatever length is needed. The time spent in typing two lines rather than one is often much less than the time spent
working out the length that is necessary.
Second, you need to decide on the appropriate format. In particular, very long integers often need to be changed to strings
without any loss of detail whenever each individual digit is informative, particularly if the number is the identiﬁer of a person.








) function can truncate long integers by converting them to scientiﬁc format as powers of


















". This problem arises








) was chosen as a compromise given the variety of numbers that
































































". If you prefer


























This detail is unlikely to be crucial in most applications.














e whenever you wish to have both numeric and string versions of the same
















g can result in loss
of precision through rounding errors and are not recommended.
If you wanted to have both versions for several such variables, you would need to repeat the appropriate command for each























g can change several variables at once, and even all variables if
a
l
l is speciﬁed explicitly as the varlist.

















g; you must specify a varlist. The rationale is that most users have datasets in which the great majority
of variables are numeric, and it is thought unlikely that users would want to change many of these to string. In any case, the
loss of precision from using an inappropriate format could lead to degradation of many datasets. Thus, users are protected by











l should be issued if, and






















































































copy variables of different type containing the same information, except for possible loss of detail through inappropriate format.

























g variables to string equivalent without loss of precision. Users will, in many cases, need to specify a format
themselves, especially when the numeric data have fractional parts, and for some reason, a change to string is required. The
format used, whether the default or a speciﬁed alternative, is applied to all variables in the varlist. Thus, changing different

























t option is speciﬁed, which means that the display format associated














e and can differ from variable to
variable. It is at the user’s discretion, but many users prefer to have a display format which rounds results quite vigorously, say
to 1 or 2 decimal places. Changing to string with such a display format would frequently degrade the original data, or, in the









g, a numeric missing value, represented by the period (.), is converted to the missing or empty string
"
".I f
you prefer to have
"
.


























This detail is unlikely to be crucial in most applications.Stata Technical Bulletin 11
Examples
Suppose that your data include U.S. social security numbers, identiﬁers for people which are typically 9 digit integers.









g will change the numeric variable to string, making this easier. Here is a token example set. Note ﬁrst that the









































































































































































































































































































































Using commands from ofﬁcial Stata, the following steps convert this numeric variable to a string variable. Note the use of




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ken Higbee and Thomas Steichen made very helpful comments.
References
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gr44 Graphing point estimate and conﬁdence intervals
Richard F. MacLehose, DHHS, rmaclehose@hcfa.gov






v is described that plots point estimates and conﬁdence intervals following estimation
commands.
Keywords: graphing estimates, point estimates, conﬁdence intervals, graphing regression models.
Introduction
After running an estimation command, it is often desirable to graph the point estimates and conﬁdence intervals that are
produced. This is especially useful when attempting to compare the point estimates for categorical variables; it allows one to













































v plots the point estimate and speciﬁed conﬁdence
intervals vertically along the













































































































) speciﬁes the title for the graph.Stata Technical Bulletin 13
Example 1
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































v to display the hazard ratios and 90% conﬁdence
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Example 2
Suppose we wish to generate a graph of the coefﬁcients and 95% C.I.’s following a linear regression command using the





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RR's and 95% Confidence Intervals
 


















x Figure 2. Conﬁdence intervals for regression coefﬁcients using the auto data
sbe20.1 Update of galbr
Aurelio Tobias, Universidad Miguel Hernandez, Alicante, Spain, bledatobias@ctv.es












r command provides a graphical display to get a visual impression of the amount of heterogeneity from a
meta-analysis. Minor bugs have been ﬁxed on labeling axes and on display of linear regression lines.
References
Tobias, A. 1998. sbe20: Assessing heterogeneity in meta-analysis: the Galbraith plot. Stata Technical Bulletin 41: 15–17. Reprinted in Stata Technical
Bulletin Reprints, vol. 7, pp. 133– 136.Stata Technical Bulletin 15
sbe26.1 Update of metainf
Aurelio Tobias, Universidad Miguel Hernandez, Alicante, Spain, bledatobias@ctv.es
















f command introduced in Tobias (1999) investigates the inﬂuence of a single study on an overall meta-analysis
estimate. A problem on sorting study labels has been solved. Now more than twenty studies can be horizontally displayed in the

























Tobias, A. 1999. sbe26: Assessing the inﬂuence of a single study in meta-analysis. Stata Technical Bulletin 47: 15–17. Reprinted in Stata Technical
Bulletin Reprints, vol. 8, pp. 108–110.
Cox, N. J. 1999. hplot and hbar for presentation graphics. Proceedings of the 5th Stata UK user’s group meeting, London.
sbe28.1 Update of metap
Aurelio Tobias, Universidad Miguel Hernandez, Alicante, Spain, bledatobias@ctv.es












p command introduced in Tobias (1999) provides a combination of one-tailed
p-values from each study. Minor







which replaces the old
e option. Now there are three alternatives available:
f uses Fisher’s method,
e
a uses Edgington’s additive
method, and
e
n uses Edgington’s normal approximation method. Again, by default Fisher’s method is used. Finally, the following



































) returns the combined p-value
References
Tobias, A. 1999. sbe28: Meta-analysis of p-values. Stata Technical Bulletin 49: 15–17. Reprinted in Stata Technical Bulletin Reprints, vol. 9,
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sbe35 Menus for epidemiological statistics
John Carlin, University of Melbourne, Australia, j.carlin@medicine.unimelb.edu.au







b commands perform a number of relatively simple statistical calculations that are commonly used in
epidemiology (computation of risk ratios, odds ratios, and rate ratios, with appropriate conﬁdence intervals). Their immediate









u, described in this insert, uses Stata’s menu-and-dialog programming features to install two new menus.






b commands, while the other is taken from the StataQuest
additions to Stata, and provides access to a wide range of Stata’s other commands for immediate statistical calculations.
Keywords: calculator commands, menus, epidemiologic statistics.
Introduction
Stata has long featured some very handy commands for performing a number of relatively simple statistical calculations
that are commonly used in epidemiology (see [R] epitab). These commands calculate risk ratios, odds ratios (for unmatched and











can be used on raw data, consisting of individual-level information on the presence or absence of “exposure” and “disease” in
each subject in a study, or, in their immediate version (see [U] Immediate commands), on tabular data, where the subject-level16 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-56
information has been collapsed to the form of a two-way table. The immediate versions of the commands provide a useful hand
calculator approach to these calculations, but they are inconvenient for occasional users because of the necessity to remember (or









u, that uses Stata’s menu-and-dialog programming features to install two new menus. One of these provides






b commands, while the other is taken from the StataQuest (Anagnoson and DeLeon,




















The use of this command and the menus is self-explanatory and does not seem to require an example. It should be noted
that once a dialog box for one of the immediate commands is started (by selecting from the appropriate menu), it remains visible,
with the command window unavailable until the cancel button is clicked. This allows the command to be run repeatedly with
one or two input speciﬁcations changed for each run.
In the (unlikely) event that the results window ﬁlls before a command is completed, control passes to Stata’s more system.
The more condition must be cleared by using the go button on the button bar, since the command window is not available for
























Anagnoson, J. T. and R. E. DeLeon. 1996. StataQuest 4. Belmont, CA: Duxbury Press.
sbe36 Summary statistics report for diagnostic tests
Aurelio Tobias, Universidad Miguel Hernandez, Alicante, Spain, bledatobias@ctv.es
Abstract: Diagnostic tests are commonly used to classify patients into two groups according to the presence or absence of a
symptom. Their results, which directly come from a 2
￿ 2 table, are summarized in terms of sensitivity, speciﬁcity, and
predictive values.
Keywords: diagnostic test, sensitivity, speciﬁcity, predictive values, conﬁdence interval, contingency tables.
Introduction
The simplest diagnostic test is one where the results of an investigation are used to classify patients into two groups





t command after a logistic
regression. For an epidemiologist, however, it seems to be more intuitive and easier to understand if such a result comes directly
from a 2








t that summarizes in an easy way the classical
results for a diagnostic test, say sensitivity, speciﬁcity, and predictive values, with their respective conﬁdence intervals.
Methods
Sensitivity/speciﬁcity is one approach to quantifying the diagnostic ability of a test. Sensitivity is the proportion of true
positives that are correctly identiﬁed by the test, while speciﬁcity is the proportion of true negatives that are correctly identiﬁed
by the test. Sensitivity and speciﬁcity are proportions, so conﬁdence intervals can be calculated for them using standard methods
for proportions (Gardner and Altman 1989).
In general practice, however, the result of the diagnostic test is all that is known. The point of a diagnostic test is to use it
to make a diagnosis; we need to know the probability that the test will give the correct diagnosis, and sensitivity and speciﬁcity
do not give us this information. Instead, we must approach the data from the direction of the test results, using predictive values.
The positive predictive value (PPV) is the proportion of patients with positive test results who are correctly diagnosed. The
















































Table 1. Deﬁnition of sensitivity, speciﬁcity and predictive values.
The predictive values of a test in clinical practice depend critically on the prevalence of the abnormality in the patients
being tested; this may well differ from the prevalence in a published study assessing the usefulness of the test. If the prevalence
of the disease is very low, the positive predictive value will not be close to one even if both the sensitivity and speciﬁcity are
high. Also, the prevalence can be interpreted as the probability before the test is carried out that the subject has the disease.
The predictive values are the revised estimates of the same probability for those subjects who are positive and negative on the
test, and are known as posterior probabilities.


















































t command displays various summary statistics for diagnostic tests: sensitivity, speciﬁcity, and predictive
values, from a 2




































where testvar is the variable which identiﬁes the result of the diagnostic test, and diagvar is the variable which contains the
real status of the patient. Note that the lower category must identify the nonexposed, the negative result of the test, or the false





















) requests the estimated prevalence, in percent, of the exposure to provide the positive and negative predicted values

































e command options are available.
Example
I present an example by Altman and Bland (1994a, 1994b) on the relationship between the results of a liver scan test and
the correct diagnosis (Drum and Christacapoulos 1972). The proportions that were correctly diagnosed by the scan were 89.53%
for normal liver scan and 62.79% for those with an abnormal scan. Also, the proportion of correct diagnoses among the patients





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In the liver scan study, the percentage of abnormality was 75%. If the same test were used in a different clinical setting where
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sbe37 Special restrictions in multinomial logistic regression
John Hendrickx, University of Nijmegen, Netherlands, j.hendrickx@bw.kun.nl












t, can be used to impose special restrictions on multinomial logistic models.
MCL models (Multinomial Conditional Logit, Breen 1994) use a conditional logit program to estimate a multinomial logistic

























t can estimate stereotyped ordered regression
models (Anderson 1984, DiPrete 1990) and the row and columns model 2 (Goodman 1979), which contain both linear and
multiplicative terms.
Keywords: multinomial logistic, stereotyped ordered regression, row and columns model 2, mobility models.
Introduction












t, for imposing special restrictions on multinomial logistic
models. MCL stands for Multinomial Conditional Logit, a term coined by Breen (1994). An MCL model uses a conditional
logit program to estimate a multinomial logistic model. This produces the same log likelihood, estimates, and standard errors,
but allows greater ﬂexibility in imposing constraints. The MCL approach makes it possible to impose different restrictions on
the response variable for different independent variables. For example, linear logits could be imposed for certain independent
variables and an unordered response for others. One speciﬁc application is to include models for the analysis of square tables,







t can also estimate two types of models with both linear and multiplicative terms. The Stereotyped Ordered Regression
model (SOR) estimates a metric for the dependent variable and a single parameter for each independent variable (Anderson 1984,






t because it does not assume ordered categories, although it does assume that the
response categories can be scaled on a single dimension. This makes it useful for ”semi-ordered” variables such as occupation,
where the rank of categories such as farmers is not altogether clear.Stata Technical Bulletin 19






t is the Row and Columns model 2 (Goodman 1979). This model,
originally developed for loglinear analysis, estimates a metric for a categorical independent variable as well as the response
variable. The effect of the independent variable can therefore be expressed through a single parameter. The SOR and RC2 models
are estimated by iteratively running MCL models, taking ﬁrst one element of the multiplicative terms as given, then the other.
Multinomial conditional logit models













t, but this involves extra steps that are unnecessary for typical multinomial models. In order to






t, the data must ﬁrst be transformed into a person/choice ﬁle, the format for McFadden’s choice
model. In a person/choice ﬁle, each respondent has a separate record for each category of the response variable. A stratifying
variable indexes respondents, the response variable indexes response options, and a dichotomous variable indicates which response







stratifying variable is speciﬁed in the group option. The response variable, which in a standard multinomial program would be
the dependent variable, is now entered as an independent variable. Its main effects, using one of the categories as reference,
correspond with the intercept term of a multinomial model. Interactions of the response variable with explanatory variables
correspond with the effects of these variables.







t (see for example, the Stata Version 3 Reference Manual). The data here are taken from the 1972–78
GSS data used by Logan (1983, 332–333) and contain 838 cases. The response variable is
o
c
c (occupational class) with 5
categories; 1: farm occupations, 2: operatives, service, and laborers, 3: craftsmen and kindred workers, 4: sales and clerical,
































































































































































































d is used to create a copy of each record for each of the response options. The data are then sorted so that each respondent’s








t is constructed with values 1 to 5 within each stratum in order to index





p is then created to indicate which record corresponds with the respondent’s actual choice.
Once this has been done, the response variable
o
c

















t could be used in the following instead, but this procedure using
o
c
c has the advantage that variable and
value labels assigned to
o
c
c will be used in the output.
























a option. The main effects of
o
c
c using the ﬁrst category as












k correspond with the effects of these
two variables.
x















t due to the fact that



















p can summarize the output
using informative labels.


























t enters the dichotomous dependent variable and stratifying variable, then estimates the model. The necessary steps








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































). The number of observations reported is 5 times the sample size since the data have been transformed into a




2 value is the chi-squared improvement relative to a model where all response options
are equally likely, not an intercept-only multinomial model. Likewise, the pseudo
R
2 value uses an equiprobability model as its
baseline, not an intercept model.
For a standard multinomial model, the MCL approach is only cumbersome. The advantage of using it lies in the ability to







t. One application of this is to specify models for square tables, such as quasi-independence or uniform association,
in a multinomial model with continuous covariates (Logan 1983, Breen 1994). These models were developed as loglinear models
with special restrictions on the interaction between the row and column variable. They can be recast as multinomial logistic
models where the restrictions on the response (column) variable depend on the category of the row variable.
Specifying a square table design as an MCL model follows the same procedure as for a loglinear model. One creates
interactions between dummy variables for the response variable and dummy variables for the categorical independent using


























































































































































































































5 measure the likelihood that father and son have the same occupation.























u for uniform association can be seen as an interaction of
o
c
c using a linear




c as a continuous rather than a categorical variable. The linear logits restriction means that for








In general, any type of restriction can be applied to the response variable and the restriction type can be varied at willStata Technical Bulletin 21
for each independent variable. By applying the difference contrast to the response variable (Hendrickx 1999), an adjacent logits








t can also estimate two special designs incorporating both linear and multiplicative effects. One is the Stereotyped







t.T h eSOR model estimates a scaling metric for the response factor based on the effects of independent variables. The
model has a standard multinomial intercept with
J
￿ 1 parameters for a response variable with





j for the response factor and a single scaled beta parameter for each independent variable. This means
that the SOR model is less parsimonious than the proportional odds model, since it has an extra
J
￿2 parameters for the scaling
metric. On the other hand, the SOR model does not assume that the response categories are ordered, although it does assume
that they can be ordered. This makes it particularly useful when the rank of one or more categories is not altogether clear.


























































r are categories of
Y ,
￿
j represents the intercept parameters
with suitable restrictions,
￿













k’s represent parameters of the independent variables. Two restrictions must be placed on the scaling metric
￿






t sets the ﬁrst value to 0 and the last value to 1 while estimating the model. For the
ﬁnal estimates, the scaling metric is also normalized, with a mean of zero and a sum of squares of one.
























































k shows how the logit of
q
=
r is affected by
X
k.I nt h eSOR model,











k. The effect on the logit of any two outcomes in the SOR model is proportional for
all independent variables. Differences between scale values indicate how strongly the logit for two options is affected by the
independent variables. The greater the difference between scale values, the more the logit between two outcomes is affected by
the independent variables. The
￿
k parameters show how independent variable
X
k affects the logit of higher versus lower scores,
where “higher” and “lower” are deﬁned by the
￿
j metric.
An SOR model can be requested by specifying a varlist in the
s
o
r option. An SOR model with only one
X
k variable would
be trivial and equivalent to standard multinomial model since it contains the same number of parameters. A simple SOR model


















































This model will contain 9 parameters: 4 intercept parameters, 3 independent
￿
j parameters, and 2
￿
k parameters. This is only










t iteratively estimates MCL models,
ﬁrst taking the
￿
j scaling metric as given and estimating the
￿
k parameters, then taking the
￿
k parameters as given and
estimating the
￿
j parameters. This continues until the change in log likelihood between successive MCL models is less than














is exceeded (default 10). The standard errors for effects are conditional, given the scaling metric
￿
j. A likelihood ratio test is
therefore advisable before drawing any deﬁnite conclusions on the signiﬁcance of effects.
Row and columns model 2






t is Goodman’s (1979) Row and Columns model 2 (RC2). Originally
developed for frequency tables, the RC2 model estimates scaling metrics for both the dependent variable and one of the independent
variables. The association between the two variables can then be expressed through a single parameter
￿. The scaling metric
for the dependent variable is
￿
j as in the SOR model and the scaling metric for the independent variable is
￿
v. Two restrictions22 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-56



































































This model can be seen as the SOR effects of the categorical variable scaled by
￿
￿
v. In fact, entering dummies for the categorical
variable in a SOR model results in an equivalent model. Using the RC2 speciﬁcation has the advantages that it expresses the effect
of the categorical variable through a single parameter
￿ and allows a comparison between the scale for the response variable
and that of the categorical independent.
A variation of the RC2 model is the EQual Row and Columns model 2 (EQRC2). As the name suggests, this model uses





























￿ 2 degrees of freedom.






t allows the association
￿ between the dependent and independent variable to vary
































An overall association parameter
￿
0 is estimated, together with
￿




t from 1 to




An RC2 model is requested by specifying a varname in the
r
c
2 option. At present, only one variable can be used for the



















Models containing RC2o rEQRC2 effects are estimated by iteratively running MCL models, as is the case for SOR models.













r options. The standard errors for






v. A likelihood-ratio test is therefore advisable before drawing
any deﬁnite conclusions on the signiﬁcance of effects.
The following example estimates a quasi-RC2 model for father’s occupation, including effects for the likelihood of having




g)a n da nRC2 effect. The overall association
￿ between father’s occupation and respondent’s






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































) are taken as given and
￿
j is














y option is not
used or if it is used in conjunction with an EQRC2 model, only two subiterations are used. The subchanges and main changes
indicate the change in log likelihood between subiterations and main iterations respectively. The change between main iterations
















































































































































































































































































j scale uses the restriction that the ﬁrst category is ﬁxed to 0 and the last category is ﬁxed to 1. Differences between
￿
j
scale values show how the logit of one occupation versus another is affected by education, race, and scaled father’s occupation
(controlling for the likelihood of having the same occupation as father). The presence of negative values show that respondents
with a higher education, who are nonblack, who have a “well-placed” father, are more likely to become a farmer than either
an operative or a craftsman. The greatest impact of the independent variables on a logit between adjacent categories is for
professionals versus sales, where the difference between the scale values is .635. The smallest impact is on craftsmen versus


















































































































































































































































































v metric deﬁnes a “well-placed” father, in the context of the model and given the data. As a resource for obtaining a good
position and controlling for the likelihood of having the same occupation as one’s father, a farm occupation scores the lowest.
An operative rather than a craftsman as father increases the likelihood of the respondent getting a better occupation, but the
difference is rather small. A father who is a craftsman rather than a farmer, or a professional rather than a salesman, has the









































































































































































































































































































































































































1 parameters indicate the magnitude of the effect of father’s occupation on respondent’s occupation. These standard




v. The estimates indicate that there is a strong association between father’s24 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-56
occupation and respondent’s occupation but that this is not signiﬁcantly different for blacks and nonblacks. The impact of























:426 for blacks (noting that
￿
1 is


























































































































































































































































































































































































These are the SOR effects of education and race. The impact of one year of education on the logit of becoming a professional























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































v. The ﬁrst four parameters






* parameters measure the likelihood of the respondent having the same
occupation as his father. Having a father who is a farmer has a tremendous impact on the logit for becoming a farmer versus












5 parameters for sales and professional occupations are negative, reducing the










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































n also produces a normalized solution. The scaling metrics now have a mean of zero



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































v scaling metrics. Which set of parameters is used is basically








The argument depvar, a categorical response factor with a maximum of 12 levels, must be speciﬁed for use in the MCL






n program will modify the data and that the data should therefore be saved before running it. Besides

















a, the dichotomous dependent variable and





















































































































n.T h evarlist should






n and interactions of these dummies with independent variables.

































The following options are used to request the special nonlinear models Stereotyped Ordered Regression (SOR) and/or the





) speciﬁes a list of variables for which the SOR constraint should be used. Note that at least two variables should be





































































2 variable and the dependent












































t create a number of variables for internal use when estimating models. To transform the person/choice
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sg143 Cronbach’s alpha one-sided conﬁdence interval
Maria-Jose Bleda, Madrid, Spain, bledatobias@ctv.es
Aurelio Tobias, Universidad Miguel Hernandez, Alicante, Spain, bledatobias@ctv.es
Abstract: Cronbach’s alpha has been commonly used to assess the reliability for summative rating scales. However, Cronbach’s








computes the Cronbach’s alpha one-sided conﬁdence interval.
Keywords: Cronbach’s alpha, reliability, rating scales, conﬁdence interval.
Introduction
Cronbach’s alpha (Cronbach 1951) assesses the reliability of a summative rating scale composed of the items speciﬁed.





a command. It is also demonstrated that Cronbach’s alpha is always a lower
bound of reliability (Guttman 1953). Thus, a one-sided conﬁdence interval can be easily computed (Kristoff 1963, Feldt 1965).
Although this result is well known and conﬁdence intervals are commonly used in statistics, it is rarely applied by researchers
evaluating instruments yielding a continuous measure (Bravo and Potvin 1991). In this way, Stata usually provides conﬁdence













a, which computes the Cronbach’s alpha one-sided conﬁdence interval.
Method
Kristoff (1963) and Feldt (1965) independently derived a transformation of the sample Cronbach’s alpha coefﬁcient, which
they showed has an



































































































a command, we consider Stata’s automobile data. The scale derived from the arbitrarily chosen





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































) number of observations
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t command which provides a table of four forms of marginal effects for a tobit
model. The marginal effects are computed for the latent dependent variable, the expected value of the dependent variable
conditional on being uncensored, the unconditional expected value of the dependent variable, and the probability of being
uncensored. The article also includes a brief discussion of the McDonald and Mofﬁtt decomposition. Several examples are
used to illustrate how this command can be run and how to interpret the output.




























































t provides a table of marginal effects evaluated at the means of the independent variables by default, or at the






r is speciﬁed, or at user speciﬁed points if
a
t(matname) is speciﬁed.
The marginal effects are computed for the latent dependent variable, the expected value of the dependent variable conditional






















) speciﬁes the points around which the marginal effects are to be estimated. The default is to estimate the effects






r speciﬁes that the marginal effects should be evaluated at the observed censoring rate of the dependent variable. This



































e is not speciﬁed, the marginal effect of a dummy variable is


























see [U] 23.5 Specifying the width of conﬁdence intervals.







￿ be the latent regression model.













a be the lower censored limit, and

























For the tobit model, there are four forms of marginal effects that are of great interest:
1. the










































































that our data is censored in the sense that we cannot observe a mileage rating below 17
m
p
g, that is, if the true
m
p
g is 17 or
less, all we know is that the
m
p































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































t, by default, reports all four forms of marginal
effects at the means of the independent variables. (This includes the







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































r option is not allowed with the two-tailed censoring case; see Methods and formulas for the underlying



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































) option. For example, suppose




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































t. With dummy variables (or indicators), we are typically interested in
the net effect on a form of the dependent variable when the indicator changes from 0 to 1; the marginal effect of a discrete






t calculates by default. If the instantaneous rate of change for a one-unit



















n is a dummy variable. Assume that we are interested in its effect on mileage rating. What
















= 0) given the same
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k space are taken at their means. A foreign car with mean weight and trunk space would have a 2.17 decrease
in unconditional expected mileage and a 1.84 decrease in conditional expected mileage. Moreover, a typical domestic car has a
.16 higher probability of being uncensored than that of a foreign car.
McDonald and Mofﬁtt decomposition



















































The effect of a change in the
j
t































































Thus the total change in the unconditional expected value of
y
￿ can be decomposed into two very intuitive parts:
1. the change in the expected value of
y
￿ of those above zero, weighted by the probability of being above zero;

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































) to get the conditional expected














) to get the probability of being above zero. We will use an added




























































































































































































































































































































































































































As we expected, the decomposition recovers the change in the unconditional expected value of mileage.
Technical notes
The application of the decomposition was well illustrated in McDonald and Mofﬁtt’s paper. There is no doubt that the
decomposition is useful. However, the decomposition will only hold when the limit is zero, and when the variable is continuous.
Let’s consider both of these cases.
Decomposition with dummy variables
For dummy variables, the decomposition no longer holds. However, we can show a similar decomposition. Consider the



















































































































































































































Thus the total change in the unconditional expected value of
y
￿ can also be decomposed into two parts:
1. the change in the expected value of
y





















Decomposition with speciﬁed censoring points
For the more general tobit model where the lower limit is
a and the upper limit is
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Thus, besides the change in conditional expected
y
￿ and the change in the probability of being uncensored, we need also
consider the change in the probability of being below
a and the change in the probability of being above
b.
Saved results



































































































































￿ be the model.












a be the lower limit, and













































) be the cumulative
















































































































































































































































































































































































t by default, calculates marginal effects at the means of the independent variables; it also allows the user to specify













marginal effects at the uncensoring rate. The uncensoring rate is deﬁned as the proportion of uncensored observations of the
whole dataset. If censoring is one tailed, the value of
X









a), and is used for further calculation. However, when censoring is two
tailed, the value of
X






r option is not allowed with these cases.
For dummy variables, the marginal effects are calculated as the discrete change of the expected values (probability of
uncensoring) as dummy variables change from 0 to 1.
Reference
McDonald, J. F. and R. A. Mofﬁtt. 1980. The uses of tobit analysis. The Review of Economics and Statistics 62: 318–387.
sg145 Scalar measures of ﬁt for regression models
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t is a post-estimation command that computes a variety of scalar measures of ﬁt for assessing regression
models for categorical, limited, and count dependent variables. It also computes the AIC and BIC measures which can be







f options, it is simple to compare measures of ﬁt
across models.
Keywords: scalar measures of ﬁt, AIC, BIC, pseudo-R
2s, regression models.
Overview
Many scalar measures have been developed to summarize the overall goodness of ﬁt for regression models of continuous,




























































































































) options, the command also allows the







t duplicates some measures computed by other commands (e.g.,
the pseudo-
R











t adds many more measures and makes it convenient to compare
measures across models. Details on the measures that are discussed below can be found in Long (1997) which cites the original
sources for each measure and provides further details on their derivation.
Before proceeding, a word of caution regarding the use of these measures. A scalar measure of ﬁt can be useful in comparing
competing models and ultimately in selecting a ﬁnal model. Within a substantive area of research, measures of ﬁt can provide a
rough index of whether a model is adequate. However, there is no convincing evidence that selecting a model that maximizes the
value of a given measure results in a model that is optimal in any sense other than the model having a larger (or smaller) value
of that measure. While measures of ﬁt provide some information, it is only partial information that must be assessed within the










































While many measures of ﬁt are based on values returned by the estimation command, for some measures it is necessary to











n options, analysis is based




























t can also be used when models are estimated with weighted data.









we use values of the “pseudo-likelihoods” to compute our measures of ﬁt. Given the heuristic nature of the various measures of







t ends with an error if the last estimation






) returns a missing







































) compares the ﬁt measures for the current model with those of the model saved as name. name cannot be longer
than 4 characters.Stata Technical Bulletin 35
d
i


















t reports the guidelines in Raftery





e allows comparison of two models even when the number of observations or the estimation method varies between the
two models.
Models and measures
Details on the measures of ﬁt are given below. Here we only summarize which measures are computed for which models.





































































































Log-likelihood Y Y Y
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3. The adjusted count
R











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































) option is speciﬁed, computed measures are also saved in matrix
f
s name. The column names
of the matrix correspond to the names of the measures listed above. The row name is the command used to estimate the saved
model. Values of
￿9999 in the matrix indicate that a measure is not appropriate for the given model. The row name is the name
of the estimation procedure.







t can be extended to other models and measures of ﬁt. When doing this, there are several things to keep in mind.



































t without major changes to the structure of the








does not automatically compute inappropriate ﬁt statistics. Third, the way in which values such as the number of parameters
and the number of right-hand-side variables are computed differs across models. Consequently, additional code may be needed
for these computations.
Methods and formulas







t. Full details along with citations to
original sources are found in Long (1997). The measures are listed in the same order as the output illustrated above.
Log-likelihood based measures
Stata begins maximum likelihood iterations by computing the log likelihood of the model with all parameters except the




) below. The log likelihood upon convergence, referred to as
MFull
below, is also listed. In Stata this information is usually presented as the ﬁrst step of the iterations and in the header for the





















) the value of the log
likelihood with the binary portion of the model unrestricted while only the intercept is free for the Poisson or negative binomial







t returns the value of the log likelihood from the model with only an intercept in
both the binary and count portion of the model.
Chi-square test of all coefﬁcients








































8 where the degrees of freedom,





























that the coefﬁcients in the count portion (not the binary portion) of the model are zero.
Deviance
The deviance compares a given model to a model that has one parameter for each observation and can reproduce perfectly










), where the degrees of freedom equals
N minus the number
of parameters. Note that
D does not have a chi-square distribution.











































































































K is the number of independent variables.
Pseudo R-squared
While each of the deﬁnitions of
R
2 above give the same numeric value in the LRM, they give different answers and thus











2, also known as the “likelihood ratio index,” compares a model with just the intercept to a model with



























McF equals 0, but
R
2












































McF always increases as new variables are











































































































































































McKelvey and Zavoina’s R-squared
Some models can be deﬁned in terms of a latent variable
y








































g. Each model is



























































In models for categorical outcomes, Var
(
￿
) is assumed to identify the model; in models with censoring, it can be estimated.Stata Technical Bulletin 39
Count and adjusted count
R
2
Observed and predicted values can be used in models with categorical outcomes to compute what is known as the count
R
2. Consider the binary case where the observed















































































































































































































































j’s are the number of correct predictions for outcome
j. The count
R
2 can give the faulty impression that the model
is predicting very well. In a binary model without knowledge about the independent variables, it is possible to correctly predict
at least 50 percent of the cases by choosing the outcome category with the largest percentage of observed cases. To adjust for


































+ is the marginal for row
r. The adjusted count
R
2 is the proportion of correct guesses beyond the number that would
be correctly guessed by choosing the largest marginal.
Information measures
This class of measures can be used to compare models across different samples or to compare nonnested models.
AIC























) is the likelihood of the model and





K is the number of regressors). All else being equal, the model with the smaller AIC is considered the
better ﬁtting model. Some authors deﬁne AIC as being








The Bayesian information criterion has been proposed by Raftery (1996 and the literature cited therein) as a measure of



























k is the degrees of freedom associated with the deviance. The more negative the BIC
k is, the better the ﬁt. A second
























T h em o r en e g a t i v et h eBIC
0
k, the better the ﬁt. The difference in the BICs from two models indicates which model is more likely




















0, the second model is preferred. Raftery40 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-56




1 based on a difference in BIC or BIC
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sg146 Parameter estimation for the generalized extreme value distribution
Manuel G. Scotto, University of Lisbon, Portugal, arima@mail.telepac.pt
Aurelio Tobias, Universidad Miguel Hernandez, Alicante, Spain, bledatobias@ctv.es
Abstract: In the analysis of extreme value data, such as wind speeds, air pollution levels, and river heights the generalized extreme
value distribution (GEVD) plays a basic role. We present a program to ﬁt the GEVD using the method of probability-weighted
moments and the hybrid estimator proposed by Dupuis and Tsao.
Keywords: generalized extreme value distribution, extreme values, estimation, parameter, environmental statistics.
Introduction
In Scotto (2000) we considered the Gumbel distribution and its applications to environmental statistics. In this paper we
turn our attention to the generalized extreme value distribution (GEVD).
Suppose we are interested in making inferences about extremal values of some random variables, for which we have a









n, an independent, identically distributed
sample with underlying model
F, and denote by
M
r the sample maximum. According to classical extreme value theory, the
distribution of linear functions of
M
r can be approximated by taking limits as
n
!
1 and approximating for large but ﬁnite





































k from above if
k
>
0 and from below if
k
<
0. As usual, the case
k
=


























k is a shape parameter which determines the weight of the tail of
G, while
￿ and
￿ are location and scale
parameters, respectively. The GEVD was introduced by Jenkinson (1955), and it has been successfully applied in modeling annual
maximum river heights, sea levels, and air pollutants.
Our main concern here is to obtain point estimates for the parameters
k,
￿,a n d
￿. Commonly, the method of probability-
weighted moments (PWM) (Greenwood et al. 1975) has been used for this purpose. However, as is known, this method frequently
leads to nonfeasible estimates in the sense that the supports inferred from the estimates fail to contain all observations. Dupuis
and Tsao (1998) proposed the hybrid estimator which is derived by incorporating an auxiliary constraint on feasibility into the




d command described below.Stata Technical Bulletin 41
Method of probability-weighted moments






￿ to the corresponding
empirical moments based on the data. The PWM method was developed by Greenwood et al. (1975). An overview of this method
is as follows. The probability-weighted moments of a random variable
X with distribution function































s are real numbers. To obtain PWM estimates for
k,
￿,a n d



















































which exist provided that
k
>


































































































































n are the ordered sample. The weights
w








































Clearly, equation (3) only depends on
b
k. The exact solution requires iterative methods, but since the function is almost linear







), which is usually encountered in practice, the following approximate low-order











































The error due to using (4) insted of (3) is less than 0.0009 throughout the range (Hosking et al. 1985). Given
b
k, the scale and



























































































(Dupuis and Tsao 1998). For further details of the method see Hosking et al. (1985). See also Dupuis (1996) for an exhaustive
study of the percentage of nonfeasibility of the PWM estimators of the GEVD.42 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-56
Hybrid estimator based on PWM










































































































Further results about the comparison between the hybrid estimator and the original PWM estimators in terms of bias and RMSE











































k estimated percentiles dividing the variable into



























d speciﬁes that the estimation of the parameters of the GEVD is done by using the hybrid estimator.
Example
We ﬁtted the GEVD to 22 annual maximum December temperatures at Fair Isle Weather Station, UK for 1974 through 1995,






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 1: Density estimate of annual maximum temperatures.









= 9.837 as PWM estimates. They obtained
b
k











































































































































































































































































































































































































d saves the estimates of
k,
￿ and
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sg147 Hill estimator for the index of regular variation
Manuel G. Scotto, University of Lisbon, Portugal, arima@mail.telepac.pt
Abstract: The Hill estimator for the index of regular variation is presented. We also pay attention to the Hill plot since the
statistical analysis based on the Hill estimator is usually summarized graphically.44 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-56
Keywords: index of regular variation, Hill estimator, Hill plot.
Introduction
Assume we have iid random variables with distribution function
F which belongs to the maximum domain of attraction of




















￿ is the index of regular variation, and
L is some slowly varying function. Distributions with such tails form the prime
examples for modeling heavy-tailed phenomena. For many applications the knowledge of the index
￿ is of major importance.
We use the well-known Hill estimator (Hill 1975) to obtain an estimate of
￿.














































1 in an appropriate way. Note that
k is the number of upper order
statistics used in the estimation. The rough idea behind using only
k upper order statistics is that you should have only sampled
from that part of the distribution which looks most Fr´ echet-like.
The theoretical properties of the Hill estimator are given in Resnick (1997). The main difﬁculty when using the Hill estimator
is that it involves a sequence of upper order statistics increasing with
n. But the question arising is, what value of
k do you use?
Unfortunately, the optimal choice of
k is a delicate point for which no uniformly best solution exists. In practice, an analysis











g in order to allow for a choice depending
on





n from such a













































We applied the Hill plot to a set of 3000 simulated observations from a Pareto distribution with
￿
=











Figure 1. The Hill plot for a simulated sample of 3000 Pareto observations.




Hill, B. 1975. A simple approach to inference about the tail of a distribution. Annals of Statistics 3: 1163–1174.
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sg148 Proﬁle likelihood conﬁdence intervals for explanatory variables in logistic regression
Mark S. Pearce, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK, m.s.pearce@ncl.ac.uk
Abstract: Use of conﬁdence intervals based on the Wald test and
p-values for statistical signiﬁcance based on the likelihood-
ratio test can occasionally produce inconsistent results. One method used to avoid this problem is to estimate conﬁdence







f written to estimate proﬁle-likelihood








automobile data available with Stata.
































































Logistic regression analyses often produce (and report)
p-values based on the likelihood-ratio test, while the standard
conﬁdence intervals produced in Stata are based on the Wald test. This can occasionally produce inconsistent results where the
p-value suggests statistical signiﬁcance, but the conﬁdence interval does not. This problem occurred during the analysis of a









One method of ensuring consistency between the conﬁdence intervals and








f calculates such proﬁle-likelihood based conﬁdence intervals for independent variables after ﬁtting
































h suppresses the graphing of the proﬁle likelihood function. If not speciﬁed, the proﬁle log-likelihood function is graphed
and a line placed on the graph. The intercepts of this line with the function correspond to the conﬁdence limits.
o
r requests conﬁdence intervals to be displayed in terms of an odds ratio. If
o
r is not speciﬁed, the beta coefﬁcient and





) speciﬁes the interval between each iterated value of the beta coefﬁcient. The smaller the increment, the more accurate
the results (and the longer the computer time taken). The default value of
i
n
c is 0.01. If the conﬁdence interval contains
a blank value for either the upper limit or the lower limit, the increment may have been set too large and the command









) is an alternative to
i
n


































) have default values based on the maximum likelihood estimate of beta (and its conﬁdence
interval) from the previous logistic regression model. If the user-deﬁned range does not produce a conﬁdence interval, then
















f was written to estimate 95% conﬁdence intervals for an independent variable
D, based on proﬁle likelihood
estimation, a method described in detail by Clayton and Hills (1993).
Brieﬂy, the likelihood






























i is the predicted probability, given the ﬁnal logistic regression model, of a stillbirth,
s is the observed number of cases,
and
n is the total number of observations. The log likelihood for a particular value,
￿
D, of the coefﬁcient for the effect of
D46 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-56
is calculated by ﬁtting a logistic regression model to estimate the effects of the other covariates, but constraining the effect of
D to be equal to
￿
D. Applying this to a range of values for
￿
D gives a range of values for
L, a proﬁle likelihood function.
This function is then used to obtain a conﬁdence interval based on the proﬁle likelihood and corresponding to the value of
￿
D




￿,w h e r e
Lmax is the log likelihood from the original logistic regression model
giving the maximum likelihood estimates of
￿,a n d
Z









f sets up a range for
￿, and obtains the proﬁle likelihood function and the values needed for the conﬁdence interval.
This value of the log likelihood may not correspond exactly to a value of
￿ in the range; hence, linear interpolation is used to
obtain the conﬁdence interval. The accuracy of the conﬁdence interval depends on the difference between each increasing value
of
￿












f is now demonstrated using the auto dataset distributed with Stata. The dataset contains details on fuel








n takes on two unique values: 0 (domestic car) and 1 (foreign cars). If, as in the Stata Reference














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This gives a 95% conﬁdence interval based on the Wald test, which is suitable for many analyses. However, we may wish to
estimate the conﬁdence interval for
m
p
g using a proﬁle likelihood approach.























































































































































































































































































































































































h option, we can also see what the proﬁle log-likelihood looks like over the range of values for
￿ considered, as illustrated in Figure 1.Stata Technical Bulletin 47





























Figure 1. The proﬁle log-likelihood for Example 1.
Saved results








f are available in the usual way; see [U] 20.5 Accessing coefﬁcients and standard errors.
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sg149 Tests for seasonal data via the Edwards and Walter & Elwood tests
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Abstract: Many different methods have been proposed to assess the seasonality of binary outcomes, most often using monthly





t which will use either the Edwards test, for which population data
is not required, or the test proposed by Walter and Elwood which takes into account the underlying population at risk.
Examples are given of both tests using Canadian data on the monthly frequency of cases of anencephaly.
























































t performs a statistical signiﬁcance test to detect seasonality of binary outcomes by ﬁtting a simple harmonic curve
to the observed data.





t uses either the Edwards test for seasonality (Edwards 1961), for which population data is not needed, or the test
proposed by Walter and Elwood (1975), which was designed to take account of any seasonal variation in the underlying population
at risk. Both methods are commonly used in epidemiology (Rothwell et al. 1996; Westerbeek et al. 1998) and can have uses in
other ﬁelds. For a full discussion of both of these tests, see Walter (1994).
Options





h, each month is the same





) generates a new variable containing the expected number of events for each month of birth. This may be useful
















n is the total number of sectors. If
n








s speciﬁes that the Edwards test is to be used. When using this option, the population variable does not need to be






t forces the test to adjust for variable month length. This is used when the sector has not been speciﬁed as the data consists





t does not need to be



















) declares the name of the variable containing the length of each sector. For example, if the sectors were the







speciﬁed, the test will take account of the length of the sectors varying.
Remarks
The methodology behind these tests has been discussed in detail elsewhere (Edwards 1961, Walter and Elwood 1975, Walter





t consider the data to be in the form of a circle divided into
k sectors, corresponding to time
intervals. In the case of months, the circle is divided into 12 sectors. In a situation where no seasonality exists, the expected
center of the circle will be the actual center of the circle. Seasonality will cause a shift in the expected center to a distance
from the actual center known as the amplitude. The direction of this shift will indicate the maximum and minimum points of
the cyclical trend.
The Walter and Elwood test tests for seasonality of events while allowing for a seasonally variable population. The test
statistic is based on the deviation of the observed number of cases from the expected number for each sector and compared with
a chi-squared distribution on two degrees of freedom, to estimate a signiﬁcance level.
The test also yields an estimate of the time at which the maximum occurs, the amplitude of seasonal variation, and a
goodness-of-ﬁt statistic which determines how well the differences between observed and expected cases in each sector can
be ﬁtted to a sine curve. Where fewer than 100 cases are observed, the test is known to perform poorly, as the asymptotic
approximations on which it is based are not valid (St. Leger 1976, Roger 1977).
If the underlying population is unknown, then the Edwards test can be used, but with the assumption of a constant underlying
population.
Example
Analyses of seasonal data are often carried out using monthly frequencies. One such analysis was used as an example by





t is illustrated with the data from their example. The












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































with the maximum rate estimated to be
￿8.3 degrees (late December) and amplitude of 0.07. However, we should interpret these








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The use of the Edwards test on these data has removed the signiﬁcance of the seasonality, and the seasonality is also less well
described by a simple harmonic curve.
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STB categories and insert codes
Inserts in the STB are presently categorized as follows:
General Categories:
an announcements ip instruction on programming
cc communications & letters os operating system, hardware, &
dm data management interprogram communication
dt datasets qs questions and suggestions
gr graphics tt teaching
in instruction zz not elsewhere classiﬁed
Statistical Categories:
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Guidelines for authors
The Stata Technical Bulletin (STB) is a journal that is intended to provide a forum for Stata users of all disciplines and
levels of sophistication. The STB contains articles written by StataCorp, Stata users, and others.
Articles include new Stata commands (ado-ﬁles), programming tutorials, illustrations of data analysis techniques, discus-
sions on teaching statistics, debates on appropriate statistical techniques, reports on other programs, and interesting datasets,
announcements, questions, and suggestions.
A submission to the STB consists of
1. An insert (article) describing the purpose of the submission. The STB is produced using plain TEX so submissions using
TEX (or L ATEX) are the easiest for the editor to handle, but any word processor is appropriate. If you are not using TEXa n d
your insert contains a signiﬁcant amount of mathematics, please FAX (979–845–3144) a copy of the insert so we can see





e ﬁles, or other software that accompanies the submission.
3. A help ﬁle for each ado-ﬁle included in the submission. See any recent STB diskette for the structure a help ﬁle. If you
have questions, ﬁll in as much of the information as possible and we will take care of the details.
4. A do-ﬁle that replicates the examples in your text. Also include the datasets used in the example. This allows us to verify
that the software works as described and allows users to replicate the examples as a way of learning how to use the software.
5. Files containing the graphs to be included in the insert. If you have used STAGE to edit the graphs in your submission, be




h ﬁles. Do not add titles (e.g., “Figure 1: ...”) to your graphs as we will have to strip them off.






























e if you are working on a Unix platform or by attaching it to an email message if your mailer allows
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Email: info@smitconsult.nl Email: timberlake.co@mail.telepac.pt
URL: http://www.smitconsult.nl
Countries served: Netherlands Countries served: Portugal
Company: Survey Design & Analysis Company: Unidost A.S.
Services Pty Ltd Rihtim Cad. Polat Han D:38
Address: PO Box 1026 Kadikoy
Blackburn North VIC 3130 81320 ISTANBUL
Australia Turkey
Phone: +61 (0)3 9878 7373 Phone: +90 (216) 414 19 58
Fax: +61 (0)3 9878 2345 Fax: +30 (216) 336 89 23
Email: sales@survey-design.com.au Email: info@unidost.com
URL: http://survey-design.com.au URL: http://abone.turk.net/unidost
Countries served: Australia, New Zealand Countries served: Turkey
Company: Timberlake Consultants Company: Vishvas Marketing-Mix Services
Address: Unit B3 Broomsleigh Bus. Park Address: C
nO S. D. Wamorkar
Worsley Bridge Road “Prashant” Vishnu Nagar, Naupada
LONDON SE26 5BN THANE - 400602
United Kingdom India
Phone: +44 (0)208 697 3377 Phone: +91-251-440087
Fax: +44 (0)208 697 3388 Fax: +91-22-5378552
Email: info@timberlake.co.uk Email: vishvas@vsnl.com
URL: http://www.timberlake.co.uk
Countries served: United Kingdom, Eire Countries served: India
Company: Timberlake Consultants Srl
Address: Via Baden Powell, 8
67039 SULMONA (AQ)
Italy
Phone: +39 (0)864 210101
Fax: +39 (0)864 32939
Email: timberlake@arc.it
URL: http://www.timberlake.it
Countries served: Italy